
I thought Natives supported the Olympic 
Games?-
It appears as if Natives support the Olympics 
due to the exploitation of Native culture, as 
well as the efforts of Native collaborators 
(such as the 4 Host First Nations, which is 
made up of Indian Act band councils). These 
Native artists, business & political groups are 
either ignorant about what the Olympics are 
really about, or just plain greedy. It should 
be remembered that the band councils were
imposed by the government as a means to
control & assimilate Native peoples. 
lack popular support and only exist b
of government funding.

What's wrong with Olympic sports?--
Sports and physical health are a 
positive aspect of any society. 
The Olympic industry uses sports and
athletes as commodities to market 
corporate products and services.
Governments use the Olympic games
to unite their populations behind
nationalist symbols, to impose greater
social control, and to attract corporate
investment. Despite claims the Olympic
are not 'political', they have devastatin
social and ecological impacts that cann
be ignored and which must be challeng

How can I help out?-
Join the anti-2010 resistance, attendeve
and actions, distribute information, arra
workshops in your community, school,
workplace, etc.

Contact...

The Olympic Resistance Netw
olympicresistance@riseup.net

www.No2010.com

What is Resistance 2010?-
Resistance 2010 refers to three related 
campaigns that will occur in 2010: resistance 
to the Olympics, the G8 summit and the 
Security & Prosperity Partnership (SPP). They 
are connected through government & corpo-
rate plans to intensify resource exploitation, 
market expansion, and social control.

What does 'No Olympics on Stolen Native 
Land' mean?-
Although it can be said that all of the Ameri-
cas is land stolen from Indigenous peoples, 
'British Columbia' is unique in Canada in that 
virtually no treaties were made in the pro-
cess of colonization & settlement. Treaties 
were required under British, and later Cana-
dian, law prior to any trade or settlement 
(i.e., the 1763 Royal Proclamation). Although 
today the government seeks 'modern-day 
treaties' with its Indian Act band councils, 
the fact is in 'BC' the land is clearly occupied 
by an illegal colonial system. The slogan 'No 
Olympics on Stolen Native Land' is a way to 
raise anti-colonial consciousness about the 
true history of 'BC'.

Why 'Resist 2010' when the Olympics are 
gonna happen anyway?-
The goal of resistance is to limit the impacts 
of 2010 and to use the Olympics as a catalyst 
for stronger social movements. Without the 
efforts of anti-poverty and housing rights 
groups, for example, there would've been far 
more low-income housing lost in Vancouver 
over the last few years. The 2006 blockade 
at Eagleridge Bluffs and the direct actions 
that followed in 2007 showed that there was 
opposition to the Olympics and has inspired 
groups across the country to take action.
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